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ABSTRACT 

 Micro strip patch antennas plays vital role in biomedical applications as they are low profile. These 

antennas are used in countless bio medical applications. These days patch antennas become popular for 

health monitoring. Implanted, BWCS and RFID sensors are few applications in which patch antenna is a key 

element. This paper discusses a review of various micro strip antennas and techniques for biomedical 

applications. 
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REVIEW OF ANTENNA FOR BIOMEDICAL APPLICATION 

An implanted antenna prototype has been design using planner inverted antenna (PIFA)which is modified 

into conformal antenna for glucose sensing, which works over the MICS bandwidth (402-405) GHz. The 

prototype consists of antenna, battery and a Tran’s receiver which is completely insulated using PEEK 

material. The comparison of simulated and measured results is listed in table1. The prototype has been tested 

in the base station provided by Zarlink and communication tested at anechoic chamber and the prototype has 

shown good results [1]. 

Table.1. Comparison of simulated and measured results 

Simulated values 𝐌𝐞𝐚𝐬𝐮𝐫𝐞𝐝 𝐯𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞 

휀r=57.1 

 

휀r=57.068 

Tan𝛿=0.0622 Tan𝛿=0.673 

 

A flexible folded slot dipole implanted antenna has been designed which operates in the ISM band at 2.45 

GHz, it is H- shaped slot cavity antenna, it has two dual band implantable which work in the MICS and ISM 
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band and is embedded in PDM. The antenna has been tested in MSL2450 which mimics the dielectric 

characteristics of human muscle tissue. The reflection co-efficient in planar and bent state, Electric-field and 

gain have been evaluated. A good agreement has been found between the stimulations and measurements for 

the planar state antenna. In addition, Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) measurements indicate that the 

antenna meets the required safety regulations [2]. 

 

A U- shaped micro strip patch antenna with a meandered slot is designed for bio-medical applications; it 

operates at 2.45 GHz frequency. In the designing of this antenna two designs of the patch are introduced 

with and without meandered slot, when stimulated both the results have been compared and the antenna with 

meandered slot have shown Better performance for biomedical applications. The antenna was fabricated on 

the FR4 substrate and the stimulations were carried out on FDTD based Empire Xcel simulator [3]. 

A reconfigurable antenna which is printed in spiral shape monopole and with a compact structure is 

designed for biomedical applications where the configuration is altered by usage of embedded microwave 

switches to operate on different frequencies depending on the state of the switch. This antenna can operate 

over the MICS (402-405) GHz ad the ISM (24-25) GHz frequency range. The size of the antenna is 

32mm*50.3mm*1.8mm and it has been fabricated on FR4 substrate. The simulations and measurements are 

in good agreement [4]. 

 

A microstrip line-fed flexible antenna is designed which operates in the UWB (3.1-10.6 GHz) frequency 

range, the resonant frequency is 5.93 GHz. It is a lower sensitive to angular misalignments and higher 

fidelity which is best suited for biomedical applications. The size of the antenna is 40mm*40mm*1.4mm 

with an FR4 substrate and copper patch material. Table 2 describes dielectric values of human tissue at 

different frequencies. The calculations and the measurements are performed using CSTMW studio and the 

SAR distribution of antenna is analyzed, and it is compactible for practical use [5]. 

 

Table.2 Dielectric values of human muscle tissue in different frequencies 

Frequency (GHz) 𝜺𝒓 𝝏   

(𝑺/𝒎) 

5 49.5 4.04 

5.93 48.3 5.12 

6 48.2 5.23 

7 46.9 6.46 
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A dual-loop antenna with ultra-wideband has been designed for biomedical as well as industrial scientific 

use, which operates in the ISM (2.4 -2.483) GHz frequency range, it is used in wireless endoscope 

applications. The antenna consists of two identical loops located symmetrically around the centre, a feeding 

Patch at the centre of the loop and a parasitic Patch connected to the other loop. The ultrawide band is 

achieved by adding two rectangular patches at the centre of these loops and rotating feed direction by 90 

degrees. The simulations are performed on pork in the ultrawide band of 124% is obtained as measured [6]. 

 

A novel  circular polarised antenna has been proposed at  (902-928) Hertz which is position fed and short 

slow wave concept is utilised to achieve miniaturised centre shifted from 1.936 Hz to 882.5 megahertz with 

54.4% miniaturization and to obtain the compact size of antenna 13mm*13mm*13mm. Bandwidth of 18.2 is 

realised with |s11| below -10 DB. The simulation realised gain is -32 DB in pork and skin mimicking gel. 

Hence it is proved that circular polarisation can be used for bio-medical applications [7]. 

 

A single fed microchip circular polarised antenna has been designed and demonstrated operated over the 

ISM frequency of (2.42 - 2.486) GHz .The design utilises the capacitor for loading on the radiator. A square 

Patch antenna with centre square slot helped the antenna for good size reduction and good polarisation 

purity. The stimulations have been done on two models- cubic skin phantoms and guv voxel human body. 

Stimulations and measured impedance in cubic skin Phantom 7.7 and 10.2 respectively, the communication 

between the CP antenna and external antenna have been performed [8].  

 

A novel differentially fed dual implantable antenna is designed for implantable neuro microsystem for the 

first time. The antenna operates at two centre frequencies 433.9MHz and 542.4 MHz which is close  to the 

MICS (402-405) MHz frequency range and the size of the antenna is 27mm*14mm*1.27mm. The 

stimulation is carried in a tissue mimicking solutions, stimulation and measurement bandwidth are 7.3% and 

7.9% at first resonant. The Dimensions of the proposed antenna are given in table 3. The communication 

between external half wavelength dual band dipole and the implanted antenna has been obtained [9].  

 

Table. 3. Dimensions of the proposed antenna 

Symbol Value (mm) 

L1 13.1 

L2 13.2 

S 0.5 

S1 0.3 
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S2 0.9 

W 1.0 

W1 1.4 

W2 1.22 

 

A multi-polarization reconfigurable antenna is designed with four dipole radiators and body-centric wireless 

communication system (BWCS) has been designed for bio medical applications where, multi-dipole antenna 

with switchable 0, 45, 90,-45 linear polarisation for mismatching and the multipath distortion in BWCS. Is 

achieved the 4 dipole radiates are placed at 45 degrees the antenna has impedance bandwidth of 34% from 

2.2 -3.16 Hz. The communication link has shown great link due to the configurability [10]. 

 

A single-fed Patch antenna operates at operating at a frequency 2.4GHz ISM frequency is designed for 

biomedical applications the stimulations are done at the on the skin mimicking gel and pork measured 

impedance bandwidth of 5.45% and 5.69% axial bandwidth ratio of 10% is achieved with the Patch antenna 

and has a bandwidth of 2.46 Hz.  It is observed that it as highest wide band of all reported results [11].  

 

RFID enable sensor has been used for the biomedical monitoring of the antenna here the inkjet printing 

technology is also used RDF antenna design and integration of sensor has been done in the antenna. 

Preliminarily Embodiments showed that the RFID enable sensor is good for wireless body area networks 

[12]. 

 

Here an inverted F-dual implantable antenna is optimised to operate in medical device radio communication 

services (401-406MHz) and ISM bandwidth (902-928MHz). Artificial neural network (ANNs) are used 

reduce the size of the original design. With the dielectric parameters as inputs the antenna is tested using 

COMSOL Multiphysics and the resonant frequency, bandwidth and return losses are evaluated [13]. 

 

A implantable patch antenna has designed for biomedical applications which operates in the ISM frequency 

(2450 MHz) the dimensions of the antenna are 16mm*16mm*1mm , it is embedded in Teflon substrate have 

a di-electric constant of 2.1.The stimulations and measured using CST and the antenna has shown better 

results when compared to the conventional antennas [14]. 

 

A novel coplanar waveguide fed implantable crossed-type triangle slot antenna is design which operates in 

the ISM band having a centre frequency of 2450MHz. The dimensions of the proposed antenna are 

10mm*12mm*0.65mm. The stimulations are evaluated on the human body tissue model, the communication 
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link has been tested between the implanted antenna and external antenna, the stimulated and the measured 

bandwidths are 7.9% and 8.2% respectively. The antenna has shown very good results with respect to other 

parameters like Size reduction, lower S11, better impedance matching, and high directivity over other 

implanted antennas [15]. 

 

A novel wide band antenna filled with high dielectric material (A mixture of paraffin and titanium oxide 

(TiO2) is used for biomedical applications which operates in the frequency range of (2 – 6) GHz. The 

antenna has been tested in layers skin and muscle .The results have shown a great benefit of 4 GHz of 

bandwidth and (5-8)dB of gain [16]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

This paper gives a review of the design of various micro strip patch antennas for biomedical applications. 

The planner inverted antenna (PIFA), flexible folded slot dipole, U- shaped micro strip and single-fed Patch 

antenna were used for biomedical applications. Reconfigurable antenna which is printed in spiral shape 

monopole, dual-loop antenna, circular polariZed antenna, inverted F-dual implantable antenna and coplanar 

waveguide fed implantable crossed-type triangle slot antenna were used as implantable antennas. By different 

feed techniques, slots, and metamaterials and with circular polarization compact antennas have been designed 

for biomedical applications and implantable applications. The combination of the above techniques will be 

implemented in future work. 

This paper presents a review on various techniques used to design microstrip patch antenna for different 

wireless communication systems operating at various frequency bands. The use of slotting, stacking, defected 

ground structure, shorting pin, metamaterial loading can be used to enhance the performance parameters of 

microstrip patch antenna. The antenna parameters such as gain, bandwidth and directivity can be enhanced by 

optimizing the physical dimensions of antenna as well as by changing the length and width of slots. 

Metamaterial on other hand found very useful to design compact microstrip antennas. In future research work, 

the combination of these techniques can be used to design and enhance the performance of different 

microstrip antennas for various wireless communication systems. 
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